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BRIEFS. Using ASOs to compete for the miR-29b’s binding site leads to higher levels of progranulin, which would treat frontotemporal demen-
tia caused by progranulin-deficiency.

ABSTRACT. Progranulin deficiency is a major cause of fronto-
temporal dementia (FTD), a debilitating neurodegenerative dis-
ease. Granulin precursor (GRN) gene encodes progranulin protein 
(PGRN). GRN mRNA is targeted by microRNA-29b (miR-29b) 
which decreases GRN expression, resulting in PGRN insuffi-
ciency. This project focused on using antisense oligonucleotides 
(ASOs) to increase PGRN levels by adding ASOs targeting the 
miR-29b binding site to H4 neuroglioma cells. It was found that 
the ASOs significantly increased the amount of PGRN. Addition-
ally, this study examined if the ASOs only act through the miR-
29b binding site. It was determined that combining the miR-29b 
inhibitors with the ASOs resulted in no significant increase in 
PGRN levels, thus implying that the ASOs only work through the 
miR-29b binding site. These findings suggest that using the ASOs 
to compete for the miR-29b’s binding site could stop the molecule 
from inhibiting PGRN expression and ultimately lead to higher 
levels of PGRN in the brain, which would treat progranulin-defi-
cient FTD. 

INTRODUCTION.  

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a neurodegenerative disease caused 
by the loss of nerve cells in the brain’s frontal and temporal lobes [1,2]. 
It is the second most common form of neurodegenerative dementia, 
making up 25% of all instances of dementia in patients ages 65 and 
older [3]. The disease is characterized by abnormal changes in behav-
ior, difficulty with language such as speech impairments, and move-
ment disorders. Although FTD is a debilitating and degenerative dis-
ease, a definitive treatment or cure has yet to be discovered. However, 
recent advancements suggest that a treatment could be achieved by 
targeting the protein progranulin (PGRN), which is expressed through 
the granulin precursor (GRN) gene [4,5]. Patients suffering from FTD 
exhibit mutations on the GRN which have been reported to result in 
haploinsufficiency [6]. Based on such information, it is logical to de-
vise a treatment for FTD by increasing the expression of progranulin 
from the remaining wild-type GRN allele. MicroRNAs are short non-
coding RNAs that regulate gene expression. They regulate protein lev-
els of about one third of all proteins in humans [7] by generally binding 
to the 3' UTR (untranslated region) of their target mRNAs and repress-
ing translation or decreasing the stability of their target mRNAs [8]. 
MicroRNA-29b (miR-29b) has been reported to lower PGRN levels 
by binding to the miR-29b binding site of the human GRN mRNA [9]. 
A treatment modality that has recently been receiving much attention 
is antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), which are single-stranded pieces 
of DNA whose structure allows for complementary base-pairing with 
a target mRNA [10]. The ASOs would then theoretically compete with 
the microRNA for the binding site, preventing the inhibition of the 
GRN mRNA, therefore increasing the amount of PGRN and prohibit-
ing the progression of FTD.  

In this study, two ASOs, differing in their binding site on the 3’ UTR, 
were designed to target the miR-29b binding site of the GRN mRNA. 
Both ASOs were found to have blocked miR-29b’s targeting sequence, 

preventing the microRNA and mRNA from interacting and thus in-
creasing PGRN levels. However, in order to determine if the ASOs 
would out-compete the miR-29b, it was necessary to demonstrate that 
its binding site was the only site that the ASOs could work through 
despite the presence of other microRNA binding sites, such as miR-
659 [11] and miR-107 [12], on the GRN gene. This was another aim 
of the experiment. To study this, miR-29b inhibitors were added along 
with the ASOs, and the progranulin levels before and after adding the 
ASOs were measured using an ELISA assay (enzyme-linked immu-
noassay). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS.  

48 ASOs (Ionis Pharmaceuticals) targeting the miR-29b binding site 
were created (referred to as M1 – M48). Initial screens identified 16 
ASOs could potentially increase PGRN levels, as shown in green in 
Figure 1. M5 and M10, referred to as ASO1 and ASO2 respectively, 
were used in this experiment.  

The sequences of the ASOs used in this experiment were: 

ASO1:  ACTGAAACGGGGAGGGGA 

ASO2:  GGTCCACTGAAACGGGGA 

Control ASO:  TTAGTTTAATCACGCTCG 

Control ASO was created using the same method as progranulin tar-
geting ASOs, only with a scrambled sequence. 

ASOs Increase PGRN Levels. 

To examine the effects of the ASOs on PGRN levels, H4 neuroglioma 
(American Type Culture Collection HTB-148) cells were cultured, 
plated, and treated with 20 μM of ASO1, ASO2, or control ASOs. 
Next, an ELISA assay was performed. 

1. Culture cells  

H4 neuroglioma cells were used to simulate a human brain affected 
with a neurological disorder [13]. The cells were suspended in Dul-
becco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) culture medium and cen-
trifuged at 125 x g. The cell pellet was then re-suspended in DMEM 
medium. The cells were finally incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incu-
bator.  

2. Plate cells  

The neuroglioma cells were washed with PBS 1X, trypsinized using 
0.05% trypsin EDTA, and placed at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator for 3 
minutes. DMEM (with added antibiotics penicillin and streptomycin) 
was then added to the dish to terminate the trypsinization. Next, the 
detached cells were washed with DMEM and centrifuged at 0.3 x g. 
The pellet was then re-suspended in DMEM and read on a cell counter 
(Cyto Cell Counter), after which the cells were pipetted into the wells 
of the plate and incubated for 24 hours at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator.  

3. Treat cells  

DMEM was added to ASO1, ASO2, or control ASOs to make the final 
concentration 20 μM. After aspirating the media from the wells, ASOs  



 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the areas on 3’ UTR that the ASOs bind to. 

 was added into each of the wells and the plate was placed at 37°C in 
a 5% CO2 incubator for 24 hours.   

4. ELISA (ELISA kit, R&D Systems) 

ELISA kit instructions were followed. 

Determine If ASOs Act through miR-29b. 

In order to determine if the ASOs only act through the miR-29b bind-
ing site, different concentrations of the miR-29b inhibitor (0 µM, 20 
µM, 40 µM, 70 µM, and 100 µM, Ionis Pharmaceuticals) were tested 
against 20 µM each of ASO1, ASO2, or control ASOs. Cells were cul-
tured, plated, and treated the same way as described above. An ELISA 
assay was then conducted to measure the amount of PGRN corre-
sponding to the various amounts of inhibitor added following the 
aforementioned steps.  

Statistical Analysis. 

t-tests were conducted on the results of testing the ASOs on increasing 
PGRN levels. Two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post hoc 
tests were conducted on the results of testing if the ASOs act through 
the miR-29b binding site.  P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically signif-
icant. 

P-value symbols and meanings shown in the figures are: 

ns      P > 0.05 

*        P ≤ 0.05 

**      P ≤ 0.01 

***    P ≤ 0.001 

****  P ≤ 0.0001  

All tests were performed in triplicates with the exception of analyzing 
the effect of ASO1 on PGRN levels which was done 11 times. The 
data was presented as means -/+ SD. 

RESULTS. 

ASOs Increase PGRN Levels. 

PGRN levels after adding the ASOs were studied, and the t-test indi-
cated that both ASOs caused a significant increase in PGRN levels.  

As indicated in Figure 2 (a), when adding ASO1, there was a signifi-
cant increase in PGRN levels compared with control (p < 0.0001). This 
finding was supported in all 11 trials of this test. These results were 
mirrored in the experiment with ASO2 as shown in Figure 2 (b), where 
all three trials showed that adding ASO2 caused a significant increase 
in PGRN level (p < 0.001). 

Determine If ASOs Act through miR-29b. 

In order to determine if the ASOs act only through the miR-29b bind-
ing site, the miR-29b inhibitor was added to block the miR-29b bind-
ing site and prevent the ASOs from binding to the same site and in-
creasing PGRN levels. A combination of increasing concentrations of 
the miR-29b inhibitor was added to the cells at the same time along a 
stable concentration of control, ASO1, or ASO2.  

 
Figure 2. H4 neuroglioma cells were treated with ASO1, ASO2 or control 
ASOs. The relative progranulin level of the control was set as 100%. Add-
ing ASO1 and ASO2 caused a significant increase in progranulin concen-
tration compared with control. 



 

 
Figure 3. H4 neuroglioma cells were treated with increasing concentrations of miR-29b inhibitor and 20 µM of ASOs (ASO1, ASO2, or control ASO).  (a) There 
was no significant change in progranulin level when cells were treated with ASO1 and inhibitor compared with control ASO and inhibitor. (b) When inhibitor 
concentration was greater than 40 µM, there was no significant change in progranulin level when cells were treated with ASO2 and inhibitor compared with 
control ASO and inhibitor. 

As shown in Figure 3 (a), when there was no inhibitor presented, add-
ing ASO1 significantly increased PGRN concentration compared with 
the control ASOs. This was consistent with what we had observed 
above. However, when the miR-29b inhibitors were added, no matter 
what concentration was used, the effects of ASO1 were essentially 
nullified because neither one created an increase in PGRN levels com-
pared to the control ASOs plus inhibitor.  

In Figure 3 (b), when ASO2 was tested with a low concentration of the 
miR-29b inhibitors (20 µM), PGRN concentrations increased signifi-
cantly compared with the control ASOs, as the binding sites had not 
been completely saturated with the inhibitor. Therefore, ASO2 was 
able to bind to the target site and increase PGRN level. However, when 
ASO2s were tested with the subsequent higher concentrations of the 
inhibitors, there was no significant change observed compared to the 
control ASOs.  

DISCUSSION. 

ASOs Increase PGRN Levels. 

Adding both ASOs caused a significant increase in PGRN concentra-
tion. This increase is due to the binding of the ASOs to the miR-29b 
binding site, inhibiting the binding of miR-29b to the same site. As a 
result, PGRN levels were able to increase. 

The increase in PGRN with ASO2 compared to the control ASO was 
less pronounced than it was with ASO1. There are multiple possibili-
ties for this. First, there is an optimal position for each ASO in terms 
of their ability to sterically block the binding site of the miR-29b [14], 
which is why multiple ASOs were designed to span the entire binding 
site and screened in order to find which ASOs worked best. Second, 
biophysical properties of the ASOs, such as how tightly they bind to 
the GRN mRNA, also impact their efficiency [15]. Lastly, the second-
ary structure of the GRN mRNA may favor the binding of certain 
ASOs. mRNAs have a lot of self-interactions (forming stems and 
loops for example), so the ASOs targeting regions that are accessible 

for binding (such as in a big loop) are expected to have stronger effects 
[16]. 

Determine If ASOs Act through miR-29b. 

When all the miR-29b binding sites were saturated with the miR-29b 
inhibitor, adding the ASOs did not significantly increase PGRN 
amount compared to the control ASOs. 

These non-significant changes in PGRN levels can be explained by the 
lack of binding sites for the ASOs after being saturated by the inhibi-
tor, thus limiting the effects of the ASOs. Had there been a separate 
binding site other than the miR-29b, a significant increase in PGRN 
concentration would have been observed, as the ASOs would have 
bound elsewhere.  

Thus, Figures 3 demonstrate that ASOs only act through the miR-29b 
binding site. 

CONCLUSION. 

This study determined that ASOs can increase PGRN levels signifi-
cantly while only working through the miR-29b binding site. These 
findings suggest that using ASOs could inhibit the decrease in PGRN 
caused by miR-29b, thus providing effective treatment for progranu-
lin-deficient FTD. This could come in the form of increasing target 
protein levels through pharmacological means as well as creating 
ASO-based therapies for haploinsufficiency-related diseases. 

To further demonstrate that ASOs work solely through the miR-29b 
binding site, a future study could use luciferase assays by mutating the 
miR-29b binding site to theoretically prevent the ASOs from binding. 
A preliminary test had been conducted as part of this project but gen-
erated inconsistent results which might have been due to not enough 
luciferase/renilla DNA being transfected into the cells and caused the 
low signal in the luciferase assays. Due to the low signal, there was 
relatively more noise in the results, which more than likely caused the 



 

inconsistent results. Therefore, for future luciferase assays, more DNA 
needs to be transfected into the cells in order to get a stronger signal.  

Another possible future experiment could be trying to block other 
binding sites besides just the miR-29b. For instance, miR-659 and 
miR-107 are also promising choices since they also regulate progran-
ulin expression. It could be possible to block more than one binding 
site and increase progranulin levels even further.  
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